Investigating the effect of dose rate and maximum allowable MLC leaf velocity in dynamic IMRT.
The purpose of this study is to analyze the effect of various dose rates (DR) and maximum allowable MLC leaf velocities (MLV) in dynamic Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy (IMRT) planning and delivery of head and neck patients. Five head and neck patients were retrospectively included in this study. The initial dynamic IMRT 'reference plans' were created for all these patients, using a DR of 400 MU/min and MLV of 2.5 cm/s. Additional plans were generated by varying the DR and MLV values. The DR value was varied from 100 to 600 MU/min, in increments of 100 MU/min, for a MLV of 2.5 cm/s. Also the MLV was varied from 0.5 to 3 cm/s, in increments of 0.5 cm, for a DR of 400 MU/min. In order to maintain the prescribed dose to the PTV, the DR was allowed to vary ('beam hold or DR modulation' during delivery) when the MLV was changed and the MLV was allowed to vary when the DR was changed. The mean doses to the PTV as well as parotids, maximum dose of spinal cord and total MU were recorded for analysis. The effect of DR and MLV on treatment delivery was analyzed using the portal dosimetry for all the above plans. The predicted portal dose fluences of the TPS were compared with the measured EPID fluences using gamma evaluation criteria of 2% dose difference and 2 mm distance to agreement. A small proportional increase in OAR doses with DR was observed. Increases to MLV value resulted in decreases of the OAR doses and this effect was considerable for values below 1.5 cm/s. DR and MLV both resulted in no appreciable dose variation to the target. The total MU to deliver the plan increases with increasing DR and decreasing MLV. When comparing portal images derived from the treatment plans with portal images obtained by delivering the treatments, it was observed that the treatments was most reliably delivered when the DRs were set to lower values and when the MLVs were set to higher values.